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From the Presiden't Desk
The following essay by Thomas Sowell appeared in the Washington Times (January 5, 1997). I can't
think of a thing to add to it except to mention that Summit Ministries' curriculum is available for private,
Christian and home school settings (write for catalog). Otherwise, read Sowell's comments carefully.
"During a recent visit to Australia, a friend told me that he is going into debt to pay for private schooling
for his children _ mainly to keep them away from the countercultural brainwashing that goes on in the
public schools there. Of course, the same things go on in public schools here. Recently a lawsuit was
filed by parents against the Bedford Central School District in New York state, charging them with
numerous examples of brainwashing, including some that have been emotionally damaging to the
children.
"Unlike plaintiffs in many other lawsuits these days, these parents do not ask for money but only for an
injunction against such practices.
"According to the official complaint filed in the U.S. District Court, fourth-graders on an overnight
school outing were taken to a children's cemetery at night and told to lie down on the graves to see if
they fit, as well as other cemetery activities. If this seems far out to you, it does not to me, for my
daughter was supposed to visit Forest Lawn cemetery in Los Angeles as part of school exercises in
`death education' _ a nationwide movement with its own zealots, who typically do these things behind
the backs of the parents.
"The lawsuit in New York charges that there were assignments to write poems on the theme `How God
Messed Up' and a whole curriculum on New Age occultism, as well as many other anti-religious, antipatriotic, and other countercultural assignments. Then there were the inevitable writing assignments in
which the student is supposed to `reveal intimate details about himself and his family.'
"Again, this may seem strange to most people, who have no idea how widespread such things have been
for years in the United States _ and before that in programs under the communists in China, where

`brainwashing' originated.
"The legal question is whether the school district overstepped the bounds. If so, the time is long overdue
to go beyond wrist-slap penalties like injunctions and impose some multimillion-dollar punitive
damages to get the attention of the authorities who treat children as guinea pigs for psychological
experiments or permit counterculture zealots in the schools to do so.
"My research, my own personal experience, and letters from parents across the country all say the same
thing: There is no talking to these people. Fad-ridden apostles of the latest trendy notions, secure in their
job tenure and with their pay raises automatically coming with time served, do not have to listen to
anybody _ unless there is going to be a real price to pay. Only after I hired a lawyer, who phoned the
principal, did the school begin to lighten up on my daughter.
"The larger social question is how we are going to get our schools to drop brainwashing from the
curriculum and get back to teaching academic subjects. Dealing with these things case-by-case is like
running a lawn-mower over crab grass, it gives only the most temporary relief.
"Some landmark court decisions, with hefty punitive damages, can let the education establishment know
that the party is over. But that is only one way, and by no means a reliable one, given how many judges
there are with a soft spot in their hearts for the counterculture.
"Some parents are making financial sacrifices to protect their children from the psychological child
molesters in the public schools by sending them to private schools, though even these must be
investigated first to make sure that they are not allowing the classroom propaganda ministers on their
staff to run amok.
"Other parents are making the even more heroic sacrifice of schooling their children at home, which can
mean giving up one parent's income. Fortunately there are now home-schooling educational materials
and organizations that help with both the educational problems and the legal problems growing out of
the public schools' harassment of parents who are taking away children who represent hard cash from
the government, as well as a captive audience to brainwash.
"It is outrageous that millions of children and their parents must carry out such burdens. The people who
should be paying a price are those who are creating this problem. But that will not happen so long as
teachers' unions, tenure and a public school monopoly continue to exist.
"The whole burden should not be left on individual parents to fight an entrenched education
establishment. All of us should support school choice programs, including vouchers, and realize that
tenure is one of the tragic mistakes of American education."
Note: See the back page for Thomas Sowell's excellent book, Inside American Education: The Decline,
The Deception, The Dogmas.

Month in Review
"But there were false prophets also among the people, even as there shall be false teachers among you,
who privily shall bring in damnable heresies, even denying the Lord that bought them, and bring upon
themselves swift destruction. And many shall follow their pernicious ways; by reason of whom the way
of truth shall be evil spoken of. And through covetousness shall they with feigned words make
merchandise of you: whose judgment now of a long time lingereth not, and their damnation slumbereth
not. For if God spared not the angels that sinned, but cast them down to hell, and delivered them into
chains of darkness, to be reserved unto judgment; and spared not the old world, but saved Noah the
eighth person, a preacher of righteousness, bringing in the flood upon the world of the ungodly; and
turning the cities of Sodom and Gomorrha into ashes condemned them with an overthrow, making them
an ensample unto those that after should live ungodly; and delivered just Lot, vexed with the filthy
conversation of the wicked: (for that righteous man dwelling among them, in seeing and hearing, vexed
his righteous soul from day to day with their unlawful deeds;) the Lord knoweth how to deliver the
godly out of temptations, and to reserve the unjust unto the day of judgment to be punished."
II Peter 2:1-9
"I think almost all the crimes which Christians have perpetrated against each other arise from this, that
religion is confused with politics. For, above all other spheres of human life, the Devil claims politics for
his own, as almost the citadel of his power. Let us, however, with mutual prayers pray with all our
power for that charity which `covers a multitude of sins.'"
C.S. Lewis, Aug. 10, 1953
"If ever the book which I am not going to write is written it must be the full confession by Christendom
of Christendom's specific contribution to the sum of human cruelty and treachery. Large areas of `the
World' will not hear us till we have publicly disowned much of our past. Why should they? We have
shouted the name of Christ and enacted the service of Moloch."
C.S. Lewis, The Four Loves

Religious Freedom
Summit students are being challenged in our classrooms of higher education with: (a) multi-culturalism
and (b) molecular biology evolution.
Somehow the Greeks stole the wisdom of Africa from the libraries of Alexandria in spite of the fact that
the city wasn't even built yet when this stealing was to have taken place. Facts, however, are the enemy
to making history do what it never was intended to do - making one's self-esteem somewhat higher. The

antidote for such educational nonsense is Mary Lefkowitz's Not Out of Africa: How Afrocentrism
Became An Excuse to Teach Myth as History (Harper Collins Publishers).
With Darwin's theory of evolution floundering on the species level (difficult to find any evidence that
cows became whales, etc.), the evolutionists are desperately looking at the molecular level for any help
they can muster to their theory. The antidote for such educational myth is to be found in Michael
Denton's Evolution: A Theory in Crisis and Michael Behe's Darwin's Black Box. Both works will stand
up under the most withering criticism from the evolutionists. There is absolutely no empirical, lab
science to prove Darwin's theory of evolution. It is a philosophical scheme, not a scientifically proven
scheme.
The humanists' efforts to stop the building of a creationist museum in northern Kentucky proves that
censorship is not dead in this country. It also proves just how desperate evolutionists have become. They
not only want no competition; they want no studies showing the weak points of their theory. This isn't
education; it is brain washing.
"Call it the Scopes trial revisited. Florence, Kentucky, in 1997 isn't all that different from Dayton,
Tennessee, 70 years earlier. The cast is much the same: a bunch of creationists, a few vocal
evolutionists, and a scornful press. Unlike the original Scopes Trial, however, this time it's the
creationists who are being denied the right to teach their point of view.
"Answers in Genesis is the second-largest creation research organization in the world, but its
headquarters are about as elusive as the missing link. Tucked into an unprepossessing strip mall
anchored by Schwartz's Drug Store, AIG's cramped offices house 35 employees who produce a daily
radio show, two magazines, a newsletter, and Christian-school teaching aids, besides conducting dozens
of creation science seminars. AIG has roughly 50,000 supporters nationwide, but it went largely
unnoticed in its hometown - until it decided to move out from under the shadow of Schwartz's Drug
Store.
"The organization optioned 97 acres of land on which it intended to build a new headquarters that would
include a creation museum with life-size dinosaur models, fossils, a mineral collection, and a nature
trail. The purpose, according to executive director Ken Ham, was to `present the gospel as a walk
through the major events in history, from the creation of this earth to the new heaven and new earth.'
"Because the museum would require a zoning change on the land, AIG presented its plan to local
officials, who were overwhelmingly positive. A zoning change committee voted unanimously in AIG's
favor, and in November the full zoning commission agreed by a 9-4 vote.
"But not everyone was quite so sanguine about the thought of a creation museum in northern Kentucky.
A statewide humanist organization known as the Free Inquiry Group got wind of the project and put out
a newsletter urging its members to `challenge this threat to reason.' They did just that, showing up at
zoning hearings, writing scathing letters to local newspapers, even threatening a First Amendment

lawsuit that would cost the county millions of dollars to fight.
"Although opponents framed their official arguments in terms of zoning concerns such as traffic and
environmental impact, they sometimes let slip their real motivation: antagonism toward Christianity. A
liberal pastor complained to news reporters that AIG was not representative of Christians, `the vast
majority' of whom, he claimed, believe in evolution. An out-of-town lawyer and activist said he opposed
the project because creationists `are not scientists,' and because `no reputable biologist believes in
Creation.' A neighbor threatened to open a museum of atheism if the creation project were approved.
"Then there were the charges of cultism. One woman testifying before the planning commission
compared Mr. Ham to Jim Jones, and another local resident accused AIG of planning a compound
similar to that of the Freemen in Montana. In an effort to paint the organization as a bunch of religious
extremists, one resident told the Cincinnati Enquirer that AIG believes that `evolution leads to pederasty
and pornography, lead people into homosexuality and abortion.' The group was even accused of teaching
that people who wear shorts are condemned to hell.
"H.L. Mencken wasn't around to caricature the creationists as he did in 1925, but other journalists
stepped in to fill the gap. For more than a month, AIG was in the newspapers from Cincinnati to
Lexington every day, usually on the front page. Given the level of coverage, it was only a matter of time
until evolutionary activists far from Florence got involved. One skeptic from the University of Kentucky
sent an e-mail to some 600 recipients, urging them to flood AIG's toll-free number with calls, and to
request a free 25-page booklet without making a donation. That, he said, `should slow [AIG] down a
while.' Even a geologist from Australia's Melbourne University got involved, contacting American
newspapers to counteract what he called `all this codswallop about the earth being only 6,000 years old.'
"As criticism of the creation museum mounted, the outlook for the project dimmed. Only one hurdle
remained - the fiscal court, which almost never contradicts the zoning commission. But the night before
the case went before the court, two of the four commissioners who had earlier voted against AIG went
public with their objections. The next day, the four Democratic judges ruled against AIG without debate.
`The court asked no questions at all,' Mr. Ham says. `They just came in, sat down...and voted
unanimously against the proposal. Bang, that's it, and we're out
of the room.'
"Rather than appeal the decision, Mr. Ham plans to look elsewhere for a site to build his creation
museum. Though he insists `God has something better for us,' he's nevertheless concerned by the antiChristian uproar generated by the museum controversy.
"`This is not just a local Kentucky thing,' he says. `This is indicative of something that's happening
across the nation. The Christian community needs to recognize that we don't have religious freedom in
this country anymore; what we have is religious toleration....What's happening here should be a warning
to the nation. The climate is right for this sort of opposition to Christianity.'"

World Magazine, January 25, 1997
"Etowah County Circuit Judge Roy Moore vows he'll open his next court session Feb. 24 with a prayer
in defiance of orders from Montgomery County Judge Charles Price.
"Judge Price issued his ruling after a hearing Wednesday in a lawsuit filed by the American Civil
Liberties Union challenging Judge Moore's courtroom religious practices.
"The ACLU contends Judge Moore's courtroom religious practices violate First Amendment provisions
regarding separation of church and state.
"Judge Moore says he won't stop praying from the bench, contending part of his duty as a jurist is `to
acknowledge God.'
"Judge Price could issue a contempt-of-court citation against Judge Moore, but nobody close to the case
can recall one judge making such ruling against another.
"ACLU attorney Bobby Segall predicts whatever Judge Price's ultimate ruling, which is expected
sometime next month, the case eventually will find its way to the U.S. Supreme Court.
"The suit also asks Judge Price to order the removal of a plaque with the Ten Commandments on it.
"Judge Price says he will allow Judge Moore to keep the plaque on display while he studies a federal
case from Georgia regarding religious displays on state property.
"He also plans to visit Judge Moore's courtroom to view the plaque."
The Washington Times, January 10, 1997, p. A6

United Nations
"The Clinton Administration is trying to bamboozle Congress to pony up an extra billion dollars in
handouts to the United Nations. Congress should assert its appropriations authority and say no. The
notion that we `owe' the UN $1.2 billion (some say $1.7 billion) in back assessments is ridiculous. For
years, we've been paying 25% of the budget while being treated like a Third World nonentity. Sob
stories about the UN's `financial crisis' deserve a belly laugh. The UN's cash shortage is caused by its
corrupt and extravagant spending, not by a backsliding or penurious United States.
"The general annual UN budget has expanded from $20 million and 1,500 employees in 1945, to $10
billion and 50,000 employees today. Of this, U.S. taxpayers are contributing an estimated $4 billion a

year.
"Although we have the power of the Security Council veto, for the most part the United States has
played the role of just one vote among 185 in the General Assembly. The other countries even ganged
up and voted the U.S. off of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions which
makes up the UN budgets. The United States is assessed 25% of the UN's general budget, double that of
any other nation. Japan is assessed 12.45%, the United Kingdom 8.93%, and more than 90 countries
only 0.01% each.
"When he was Secretary General, Boutros Boutros-Ghali endorsed the notion that the UN should impose
global taxes in order to relieve the UN of any accountability for contributions from its member nations.
The first thing Madeleine Albright should do is demand that the new UN Secretary General, Kofi
Annan, repudiate that impudent suggestion.
"In addition, the UN `peacekeeping' budget has expanded from $700 million in 1990 to $3.5 billion
today. The UN assesses the United States 31.7% of the `peacekeeping' budget (U.S. law now limits us to
25%), compared with 8.5% for Russia, 6.3% for the United Kingdom, and 7.6% for France, all of whom
have more direct interest in the various UN expeditions than we have.
"The Clinton Administration, having succeeded in dumping Boutros-Ghali, will now claim that we
should pay our `peacekeeping arrears' so that we can demand fiscal reform. That puts the cart before the
horse; if we fork over the cash first, we'll never get reform. The United States is the only country that
really wants UN reform. Most of the others are not spending their own money, they are spending ours,
and their overpaid UN representatives feel threatened by American ideas of fiscal integrity.
"The arrogant UN bureaucrats didn't even pay lip service to reform until Rep. Joe Scarborough (R-FL)
introduced his bill called the United Nations Withdrawal Act. It would require the United States to
withdraw from the UN by the year 2000. One of the best things President Reagan did was to pull the
United States out of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO),
which was the most corrupt UN agency. It would be great if Congress would immediately terminate all
funding for a lot of other useless UN groups, particularly the UN Conference on Trade and Development
and the UN Development Program."
The Phyllis Schlafly Report, January 1997

Political Correctness
"Time Magazine named Dr. David D. Ho the 1996 Man of the Year. Dr. Ho, a microbiologist, is a
pioneer in discovering treatment to halt the course of AIDS. His selection raises some interesting
questions:
"Dr. Ho came to the United States from Taiwan at the age of 12 in the 1960s. His English was so poor

that he didn't even know the alphabet. Luckily for him, and luckily for mankind, he was never put into a
school with bilingual education. Like all other immigrant children until the advent of bilingual
education, the young Ho had to learn English by immersion in it. Had he been taught in his native
Chinese as so many young Latin American immigrant children are now taught in Spanish, he, like so
many of them, would probably never have been proficient enough in English to end up the medical giant
that he is.
"As worthy of the honor `Man of the Year' as Dr. Ho is, there is little reason to doubt that had he been
working on heart disease or cancer or multiple sclerosis, he would not have been named `Man of the
Year.' Time, like Hollywood, where actors wear ribbons for AIDS but not for other diseases, follows the
dictates of Political Correctness. And AIDS is nothing if not Politically Correct (that is why in America
it elicits so much attention even though it is the one major disease that is entirely preventable).
"Opponents of immigration ought to reflect on the immense contribution Dr. Ho and millions like him
make to America. William Bennett and other social critics are right when they say that we ought to fear
more the effect of America on immigrants than the effect of immigrants on America.
"My radio colleague Larry Elder has pointed out that if Dr. Ho had applied for admission to UC
Berkeley in the last 15 or so years, he may well not have been admitted.
"For the sake of `diversity,' there has been an increasing bias against admitting Asians to elite high
schools and colleges in California; Asians are considered overrepresented. Who knows how many Dr.
Hos America and the world may be deprived of thanks to American higher education's preference for
ethnic diversity over human excellence?"
Dennis Prager, January 15, 1997 Report
"The Internal Revenue Service is conducting intrusive audits of high-profile conservative think tanks
and advocacy groups, some of which are named as `enemies' in internal Clinton administration
documents.
"A spot survey of right-of-center nonprofit groups shows at least seven being scrutinized by the IRS,
which can revoke an organization's tax-exempt status and essentially put it out of business.
"A comparable check of prominent liberal groups found no such scrutiny.
"A government source said congressional aides have made preliminary inquires with the IRS. Based on
a review of files, the aides have left open the possibility that groups are being targeted based on their
ideology.
"Among those under investigation are the Heritage Foundation, Citizens Against Government Waste, the
National Rifle Association and a group headed by one of the Republican Party's most outspoken figures.

That group has declined to go public about the audits, which began shortly after President Clinton took
office in January 1993 and continue today.
"All the organizations have one thing in common: They actively oppose Clinton policies.
"The IRS is headed by Margaret Milner Richardson, a former corporate tax lawyer and a close friend of
first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton's. Mrs. Richardson worked on the 1992 Clinton campaign and plans to
leave the IRS when a new commissioner is named.
"`There should be a full-scale congressional investigation and hearings to determine whether the Clinton
administration has politicized the IRS audit process,' said Mark Levin, the president of the Landmark
Legal Foundation, a conservative watchdog group.
"`I think it's significant two of the organizations mentioned in the White House counsel's 331-page
"enemies" document are being audited today,' he said. `This administration has demonstrated in the past
that it is more than willing to use the law enforcement apparatus to punish perceived enemies.'
"Dom LaPonzina, an IRS spokesman for the Washington area, said politics play no role in the agency's
audit decisions."
The Washington Times, January 17, 1997, p. A1
"The National Council of Churches (NCC) captured the nation's attention and tapped its generosity by
spotlighting the spectacle of black churches burning in the night. In possibly its greatest publicity and
fundraising coup of the decade, the NCC succeeded in spreading the image of an epidemic of raciallymotivated attacks against black churches across the South.
"Most of the major media and even the President accepted the notion planted by the NCC, that these
arsons were the work of a surging white supremacist movement drawing strength from the conservative
mood of the country. And Americans poured over $8 million into the council's coffers, for the purpose
of rebuilding the burned churches as a gesture of racial reconciliation.
"But as some media and the IRD looked more closely at the NCC-contrived story, it began to fall apart.
Questions arose: Exactly how many black churches were burning, and what were the reasons? Was there
really a documented increase in these arsons? Was the NCC fair to portray conservatives as violent
racists fomenting the desecration of houses of worship? And why was the NCC using over $1 million
from its Burned Churches Fund to underwrite radical leftist political seminars on how the United States
is an oppressive society in need of revolutionary change?
"The facts - as established by the Wall Street Journal, USA Today, the Associated Press, and the U.S.
Justice Department - show the situation to be much murkier than the NCC has portrayed. There are no
comprehensive data to show that black churches are more vulnerable to arson than non-black churches.

Nor has it been shown conclusively that black churches are burning more frequently in 1995-96 than in
earlier years. Studies indicate that about one-third of the black church arsons are connected to racist
motivations. On the other hand, about one-third of persons arrested for burning black churches have
themselves been black.
"Still, unquestionably some black churches have been targeted by racial animosity. Rebuilding those
destroyed places of worship and condemning the hateful intentions of their arsonists is an obligation for
America's religious community. But the NCC has gone further, exploiting church arsons to revive its
politicized `racial justice' program.
"The NCC's radical `racial justice' agenda was on full display at an October 24-26 `emergency' antiracism conference underwritten by the Burned Churches Fund. Speakers at the Columbia, SC, event
recklessly stuck the label `racist' on any and all institutions of mainstream America. Capitalism, the
media, President Clinton, the U.S. Justice Department, stiff sentences for criminals, and welfare reform
were all branded as `racist.' Christian conservatives were called `fascist.' Several speakers suggested that
narcotics be legalized, and that the federal government pay reparations to aggrieved minority groups.
"The `Ride-Up' conference was part of an anticipated series of nationwide anti-racism events sponsored
by the NCC Burned Churches Fund. The fund receives support not only from NCC member
denominations, but also the U.S. Catholic Conference, several Jewish groups, and major foundations
such as Ford, Rockefeller and MacArthur. The NCC will spend at least $1.1 million of money raised for
destroyed black churches on such events to expose the `root causes' of racism."
Institute on Religion and Democracy Report, Fall 1996 (Vol. 16, No. 3)
IRD has a 7-page question and answer about church arsons and a 7-page special report about Don Rojas.
If you would like copies, call IRD at 202/986-1440.
"A young Harvard Researcher named Laura Miller recently conducted a study, asking enlisted women in
the Army if they `should be treated exactly like men and serve in the combat arms just like men.' Those
answering `yes' came to exactly three percent. Answers like this make agenda feminists and other peaceloving social engineers angry. But such people don't issue any reprimands to the women, you
understand. It's of the military that they demand all change and accommodation. And in these blissfully
peaceful times, the military has yielded every step of the way.
"We've by now endured some two decades of male-female experimental mixing in the military, and the
resultant data have been piling up, unexamined. Meanwhile, with the public largely unaware of this, it's
been a long time since a military leader of virtually any rank has felt free to speak openly about any of
this without fear of retribution. What might wake the country up is a stinging military fiasco with
women in the thick of the fray. I don't think the female soldiers would enjoy it much. And I don't think
the male soldiers would much enjoy dragging their dead girl friends off the field in body bags. But that
might be what it takes."

Richard Grenier, The Washington Times, Jan. 4, 1997, p. A15

Other
"Darwin conceived of evolution in terms of small variations among organisms, variations which by a
process of accretion allow one species to change continuously into another. This suggests a view in
which living creatures are spread out smoothly over the great manifold of biological possibilities, like
colors merging imperceptibly in a color chart.
"Life, however, is absolutely nothing like this. Wherever one looks there is singularity, quirkiness,
oddness, defiant individuality, and just plain weirdness. The male redback spider (Latrodectus hasselti),
for example, is often consumed during copulation. Such is sexual cannibalism - the result, biologists
have long assumed, of `predatory females overcoming the defenses of weaker males.' But it now appears
that among Latrodectus hasselti, the male is complicit in his own consumption. Having achieved
intromission, this schnook performs a characteristic somersault, placing his abdomen directly over his
partner's mouth. Such is sexual suicide - awfulness taken to a higher power.
"It might seem that sexual suicide confers no advantage on the spider, the male passing from ecstasy to
extinction in the course of one and the same act. But spiders willing to pay for love are apparently
favored by female spiders (no surprise, there); and female spiders with whom they mate, entomologists
claim, are less likely to mate again. The male spider perishes; his preposterous line persists.
"This explanation resolves one question only at the cost of inviting another: why such bizarre behavior?
In no other Latrodectus species does the male perform that obliging somersault, offering his partner the
oblation of his life as well as his love. Are there general principles that specify sexual suicide among this
species, but that forbid sexual suicide elsewhere? If so, what are they?"
David Berlinski, Commentary magazine, June 1996, p. 21
"The U.S. Postal Service's law enforcement branch has issued a new code of conduct forbidding
employees to discriminate against homosexuals even during off-duty hours.
"The new code, which requires the signature of each employee, has sparked private protests from some
employees, who fear the rules will intrude on their private lives.
"`Is this constitutional?' asked one postal inspector in Washington. `I'm really surprised, to say the least.
Personally, I'm opposed to anything that links homosexuality with age, gender and ethnic origin.
Personally, I feel homosexuality is a sin, just like cheating on your wife. I'm not going to sign it.'
"Another worker said the code could prevent him from opposing a homosexual pastor at his local church
or speaking out against same-sex `marriage.'

"The discrimination statement is part of a five-page code of conduct signed in November by Kenneth J.
Hunter, chief of the U.S. Postal Inspection Service. The agency's 4,600 inspectors, police officers and
support personnel, who investigate any crime committed through the mail, were part of the task force
that caught Theodore Kaczynski, the suspected Una-bomber.
"The discrimination clause states:
"`Employees acting in an official capacity will not directly or indirectly authorize, permit or participate
in discrimination based on age, gender, ethnic origin, physical or mental disability or sexual orientation
against anyone, whether or not they are employees. Because we are a law enforcement agency, off-duty
conduct that demonstrates an inability to be fair, objective and unbiased in dealings with others will not
be tolerated.'
"The statement does not include the word `religion,' which is commonly protected in federal nondiscrimination policies."
The Washington Times, December 31, 1996
"For three decades, Americans have had a love affair with divorce. The affair has been ambivalent, but
also torrid and quite public, arising from our disenchantment with marriage and more generally from our
enshrinement of personal freedom as our reigning cultural ideal, our last illusion. Yes, marriage was a
blessing, but so was divorce. Yes, divorce was painful, but divorce was also a story of rebirth and
renewal, an American birthright, a second chance at happiness. There is partial but growing evidence
that this entire way of thinking may be coming to an end.
"In many ways, of course, we remain a divorce-oriented people. Although divorce rates have slackened
a bit since the late 1980s, the United States remains by far the most divorcing society in the world.
Current rates of divorce and unwed childbearing - never-married mothers now account for one of every
three childbirths - mean that only a minority of children today are likely to spend their entire childhood
living with their two married parents.
"Surrounding these statistics of divorce is a continuing culture of divorce - a widely embraced set of
ideas about the acceptability and even desirability of divorce. This culture is now ubiquitous enough to
be taken for granted, like the air we breathe. The actress Sally Field, recently divorced from her second
husband, appeared earlier this year on the cover of People magazine: `Free of the need to make a man
happy, the newly confident single mom, 49, talks about her divorce, love life and hard-won joys of
living solo.' ...
"In many churches across the country, a `marriage savers' movement is quietly being born. Frankly
counter-cultural, and guided by the Biblical premise that `God hates divorce,' this largely evangelical
Christian movement strives for comprehensive pre-marital counseling, better church-based marital

enrichment programs, and new community-wide church policies aimed at strengthening marriage and
reducing divorce. Call it spiritually-based divorce-busting. Over the next several years, it will be
interesting to compare the results obtained by this new movement to, say, the results obtained by the
American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy.
"Both the Million Man March and the Promise Keepers, a rapidly growing Christian men's movement,
are new efforts that seek, in large part, to call men to higher standards of fatherhood and marital
commitment. A number or recently formed fatherhood organizations, such as the National Fatherhood
Initiative, are similarly concluding that re-creating a marriage culture is the key to reversing the trend of
fatherlessness. Much of the best leadership is coming from African-Americans. Charles Ballard, whose
National Institute for Responsible Fatherhood now serves young African-American fathers in six cities,
says that the most important job of a father is to `love the mother of his child' and the most important job
of an institute employee is to `model excellence in marriage.'
"Last year, Judith Wallerstein, for years a leading scholar of divorce and divorce reform, published a
book called The Good Marriage. Explaining her decision to shift her focus from divorce to marriage,
Ms. Wallerstein describes a `society that is tired to death of the war on marriage, escalating divorce
rates, and the search for new partners in middle age. All of us want a different world for our children.
When we're honest, we want it for ourselves.'
"That's the truth. Americans today are increasingly convinced that our divorce revolution has failed. The
question is no longer whether we like the current trend. The question now is whether we are prepared to
do something about it."
David Blankenhorn, The Washington Times, Dec. 10, 1996
"It is so easy to think that the Church has a lot of different objects - education, building, missions,
holding services. . . . The Church exists for nothing else but to draw men into Christ, to make them little
Christs. If they are not doing that, all the cathedrals, clergy, missions, sermons, even the Bible itself, are
simply a waste of time. God became Man for no other purpose. It is even doubtful, you know, whether
the whole universe was created for any other purpose." C.S. Lewis, Mere Christianity
"All education in America was founded under the banner of the Bible and Christianity. Clergymen were
the first teachers in our schools and universities.
"In 1642 and 1647, laws were enacted for the establishment of schools to ensure that young people
would learn how to read the Bible. The 1647 law was titled the 'Old Deluder Satan Law.' However, both
laws had the same declared intent: 'It being one chief project of that old deluder (deceiver) Satan, to keep
men from the knowledge of the scriptures ... grammar schools shall be set up to instruct the youth, using
the Bible to teach them how to read and write ... so that they may be fitted for the
university.' (paraphrase)

"Our founding fathers also knew the importance of teaching Bible precepts and principles to the youth of
our nation.
"Fisher Ames, who gave us the final wording of the First Amendment to the Constitution, stressed that
the Bible was the true source of sound morality and behavior and that we must never allow it to be
pushed out of the classroom or be replaced by other textbooks.
"Benjamin Rush, a signer of the Declaration of Independence, warned us that if we ever removed the
Bible from the school curriculum, we would experience an explosion of crime and violence in our land.
"Rush knew if religious standards were not taught there would be no restraints on behavior.
"Educator and founder Noah Webster authored a textbook for students where he stated, 'All the miseries
and evils which men suffer from vice, crime, ambition, injustice, oppression, slavery and war proceed
from their despising or neglecting the precepts contained in the Bible.'
"Our founders did not want any separation of religious values or religious principles from public
education or public life in general, because these values and principles were the source of too many
positive benefits for society.
"However, decades later in 1962, a liberal Supreme Court banned prayer from our public schools and in
1963, Bible reading was forbidden. By those actions we, for the first time in history of America, took an
official public stand against God that told him we didn't want his wisdom, guidance, strength, prosperity,
and protection anymore.
"Now, after years of 'going it alone' and 'doing our own thing,' we can plainly see drastic negative
changes that have taken place since those decisions by the court."
Bob Nesbit, Owatonna, MN
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